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Abstract—A The two-element antenna with defected ground 

structure is designed and analyzed. The designed antenna 

operates at the frequency range from 3.6-11.0GHz. The antenna 

covers the UWB frequency range nearly. The antenna is used for 

covering the many application like WiMAX, WLAN, etc. The 

proposed antenna uses a partial ground plane with two 

rectangular grooves which lie exactly below the respective 50 

ohms microstrip feeding lines to obtain enhanced antenna’s 

impedance bandwidth 102% from 3.6-11GHz.  The antenna 

shows the maximum gain of 5.4dBi at8. 2GHz.Antenna has been 

analyzed through HFSS software and parameters such as 

reflection coefficient, e-field and radiation patterns and current 

distributions have been discussed. The results states that the 

antenna is best suitable for the hand-held applications and 

portable mobile applications in the day to day life at ultra-

wideband technology.   

Keywords—ultra wideband range, notch band,defected ground 

structure,multiple input and multiple output,mutual copling. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Ultrawideband wireless communication link with high 

data rate with reliable communication link capability are in 

great requirement for current growing wireless applications 

[1]. High data communication links at present and future 

generations of wireless communication links without 

enlarging the power levels or frequency can be attaindered by 

installing multiple antennas at the base station terminals.  To 

employ multiple antenna terminals at both the transmitter end 

and receiver end these configurations can be called as multiple 

input multiple output and can be used to attain multipath 

propagation. MIMO technology has sustain significant 

attention by the researchers in the recent years, this technique 

provides high data rate, spectral efficiency and better 

reliability with the same bandwidth and has a better ability to 

overcome multipath fading in rich changing environment. 

Even though, MIMO can improves the reliability and capacity 

of wireless communication systems but the mutual coupling 

between the antennas degrades the MIMO performances due 

to improvement in the signal correlation between multiple 

radio signals [2]. The mutual coupling can be degraded by 

placing multiple antennas with large spatial displacements, but 

it intercepts the realization of transceiver [3]. 

The important condition of the MIMO antenna technique is to 

multipath has been uncorrelated. For this to reason, the MIMO 

antennas are organized in such a way that each antenna 

element is independent to one another. However, the mobile 

devices are moving towards small and thin dimensions, so the 

separate antennas cannot be placed far enough to reduce the 

correlation between the different signals. The antenna 

diversity, which includes angular diversity, polarization 

diversity, and frequency diversity, is proposed to overcome 

the challenges. MIMO antenna with two planar-monopole 

antenna elements has been presented in [4] for UWB 

applications.  Design of microstrip line feeding is used for 

feeding the two antennas are placed orthogonally. MIMO 

antenna for UWB applications has been presented in [5]. The 

proposed structure is having two same radiating elements with 

50 ohms Microstrip lines and placed on partial ground plane. 
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The two edges are triangularly trimmed which are adjacent to 

radiating element and to achieve better input impedance. An 

UWB MIMO antenna array is presented in [6] to achieve high 

isolation of 21 dB over UWB frequency range and two 

straight edged monopole radiating elements with arced feeding 

mechanism and placed over half ground structure. y. A MIMO 

antenna with dual band is designed by with two parallel folded 

branch monopoles which are coupled feed and having built-in 

isolation mechanism [7]. For decoupling network between the 

dual band antennas folded Y-shaped isolator is used as 

decoupling networks, and meander line are used [8]. The 

lower band and upper band are realized using two-port and 

four -port respectively in a dual-band MIMO antenna [9]. 

In this article antenna the circle ring antenna is proposed the 

antenna covers the frequency ranges from 3.6GHz to 

11.6GHz. In the literature consists of the MIMO antenna for 

UWB applications with lower cut of frequency of 3.1GHz. 

The obtained bandwidth for single element-based MIMO 

antennas depends on many factors which includes feeding 

methods and size of defected ground plane, but the size and 

shape of single radiating element plays a vital role [10]. The 

optimized dual port antenna is implemented on 0.8 mm 

thickness on RT/ Duroid 5880. Simulated reflection 

coefficient is shown in the Fig. The analyzed antenna has low 

profile and easy to fabricate and compact in dimension and 

exhibits ultra-wide band range. This type of antennas is 

needed in the day to day life. The parameters such as gain 

radiation efficiency and radiation patterns of the antenna is 

also analyzed. The proposed antenna is used for the mobile 

applications and WLAN 
 

II. ANTENNA DESIGN 

A. Antenna Design approach 

The asymmetric ground plane is taken and circular ring of 

radiating element is considered the top of the substrate is 

loaded with ring antenna with the dimensions of 6mm as the 

first circle radius and the and circular slot of 3mm is created to 

form the circular ring. The MIMO antenna has the length 

26mm and width 40mm Rogers Duriod dielectric material is 

selected as the substrate material which is having dielectric 

constant of 2.2 and thickness of 0.8mm. the microstrip line 

feed which is having 50ohms characteristics impedance is 

applied through a SMA connector. A circular ring patch and 

the defected ground structure is designed by using the HFSS 

2013 software. A partial ground is taken, and small 

rectangular slot are inserted on the on the both the patch 

antennas and small square slot is done on the ground plane at 

the corner edge of the MIMO antenna ground. The design of 

the proposed antenna is shown in the   Fig 1. the proposed 

antenna dimensions and results analysis have been discussed 

sequentially and table of dimensions regarding the proposed 

antenna has been demonstrated 

 

Figure 1: Layout and Dimensions of the proposed antenna. 

The optimized parameters of the antenna shown in the Fig.1. 

The two antennas are separated by 7mm. If both the antennas 

are very close to each other they create the mutual coupling 

between both radiating elements. The slot created at the right 

corner with the dimensions of 7mm length and 4mm width. 

The table 1 represents the dimensions of proposed antenna 

Table .1. Dimensions of the proposed antenna 

Dimensions Value 

(mm) 

Dimensio

ns 

value (mm) 

r1 6 lb. 8 

r2 3 lc1 7 

K 6 lc2 4 

f1 9 lc3 4 

f2 1.8 g 1 

 

The return loss of the proposed antenna is shown in the Fig.2. 

The return loss curves of the antenna show the wide band 

width which covers from the 3.6-11.0GHz with band width of 

7.4GHz. The band width covers the many applications of the 

frequency bands. The antenna shows maximum return loss at 

the 4.2,8.3,12.5GHz. the impedance bandwidth of the antenna 

shows impedance bandwidth of 102%. The dotted curve 

represents the s21 parameters of the antenna. 

 

 

Figure.2.S11 and S21 of proposed antenna 
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(a)Surface current distribution left element is excited 

 

(b) Surface current distribution right element is excited 

Figure 3: Surface current distribution of antenna at4.2GHz 

The surface current distribution at observed at the 4.3GHz. 

when the port1 is exited, and second port is kept ideal 

similarly when the port2 is exited the port one is kept ideal. 

The analysis is done because to study the mutual coupling 

effect of the antenna. In Fig the first figure represents when 

the port 1 is exited the second antenna is not influenced by the 

first excited port. Similarly, the when the port 2 is excited the 

antenna1 is not influenced by the excitation.  The red color in 

the plot maximum intensity is observed when the port is 

excited    

 

Figure.4.E-field distribution left element is excited 

The E-field distribution is observed when one of the element 
is excited. The maximum distribution of the excited energy is 
distributed along the feed line and back side of the ground 
plane. Even the distribution is observed at the right ground 
plane at the cut slot due to excitation of the left patch 
excitation similarly it can be observed by exciting the right 
element and can observe the field distribution. 

 

                    (a)                                          (b) 

Figure 5. Gain of antenna at frequencies (a)4.3GHz (b)8.2GHz 

 The gain of the antenna at the two frequencies is analyzed the 

antenna shows the of 2.4dBi at the 4.2GHz and 5.3dBi at the 

8.2GHz. The maximum can be seen in the peak gain vs 

frequency graph. The antenna at the operating frequency from 

3.6-11.0GHz shows the maximum gain at the 8.4GHz.  The 

distribution of lobes indicates the maximum distribution of the 

gain in that direction. Fig.6 represents the gain of the proposed 

antenna at the resonating frequencies. The peak gain vs 

frequency represents the maximum gain of the proposed 

antenna at the operating frequency range. The maximum peak 

gain is observed at 8.2GHz with 5.4dBi. there is an increase of 

the graph and shows the positive gain along the band.  

 

 
Figure.6.Peak Gain of the antenna vs frequency 

 
The radiation patterns are considered at the two main 

frequencies at 4.2GHz and the 8.3GHz.  The proposed antenna 

represents the good radiation patterns across the frequency 

range. The main two frequencies are considered because 

antenna shows the maximum return loss at 4.2 and 8.3GHz. 
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The radiation patterns of the antenna at the frequency 4.2GHz 

shows the dipole type of the radiation pattern. The plot 

represents the radiation intensity at the any direction.  In plot 

gives the information of E-plane and H-plane.  The solid 

indicate the E-plane radiation pattern and dotted line indicates 

the H-plane radiation patterns. At the two resonating 

frequencies antenna shoes the diploe and slightly like omni 

directional patterns. 

 

 
  (a)at 4.3GHz  (b) at 8.2GHz 

  Figure 7: Radiation patterns of proposed antenna 

To get the optimized parameters the parametric analysis is 
done to achieve the optimized values in the first parametric 
plot the radius of the outer circle is varied to achieve value. In 
the plot the when the radius of the outer circle is equal to 
r1=5mm the plot doesn’t show any return loss. The solid line 
is above the -10dBgraph so the antenna does operate at the 
r1=5mm. When r1=6mm the return loss shows the wide 
bandwidth ranging from 3.5-15GHz with the bandwidth of 
11.5GHz is achieved. Similarly, when the r1=7mm the plot 
shows the operating band from the 3.6-11.2GHz with the 
bandwidth of7.6GHz. To achieve the optimized inner circle 
radius the r2 is varied from 2-5mm. In the plot the solid line 
indicates the when r2=5mm in which it shows two notches at 
the two frequencies at 5.5-6.5GHz and 7.5-11. 5GHz.Similarly 
by the r2=3,4 the plot shows the wide bandwidth which 
covering from 4-11.8GHz and bandwidth of 7.8GHz. 

 

Figure.8.Parametric analysis by varying r1=5-7mm 

 

Figure.9.Parametric analysis by varying r2=3-5mm 

 

Figure.10. Parametric analysis by varying f2=1.6-2mm 

 

CONCLUSION 

A compact (26mm*40 mm*0.8) with dual port monopole 
antenna based on double circular ring radiating element has 
been proposed and implemented covers 3.6–11 GHz for 
MIMO applications. Implemented antenna provides more than 
good isolation in targeted impedance bandwidth of 3.6–
11GHz along with good dipole radiation characteristics. The 
simulated S-parameter, gain patterns and correlation 
coefficients results are in good agreement for proposed and 
implemented antenna. The implemented dual port antenna can 
provide the impedance bandwidth of 102%. The MIMO 
system characteristics great capacity performance of because 
of MC (Mutual coupling) reduction. These characteristics are 
well suitable for UWB applications, using which are used to 
transfer high data. We can further improve the channel 
capacity by inserting more number of antennas in to the 
MIMO system 
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